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METALNews
The Eye that Never Blinks
Our Cognex SmartView Vision System
Heyco Metals customers have grown used to pristine surface quality for
custom-rolled stainless steel, copper and copper alloys.
Here’s one reason why.
The crown jewel of Heyco’s dedication to quality is our Cognex-SmartView surface inspection system. This computercontrolled procedure focuses on coil defect detection. No coil is perfect, but this vision system - pioneered by Heyco allows us to “see” the entire coil (top and bottom) during and after processing. This allows Heyco technicians to identify
defects that may cause problems in the intended end use, and take immediate action to ensure quality is maintained.
This is just part of the Heyco difference!

Lighter... thinner... faster. We’re focused on your demands.
In Specialty Precision Stainless Steel, the team at Heyco is committed to meeting the ever-more-particular requirements of
our current and future customers. That’s why, every day, you’ll find us rolling out stainless in light gauge ranges from .015”
all the way down to .002”, in widths up to 16”.
In addition to meeting needs for light, thin gauges, Heyco also commits the resources to keep lead times among the
shortest in the stainless steel industry.

Heyco eñ Espanol.
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Heyco recently attended MetalForm Mexico, part of a combined
FabTech trade show event in Monterrey, Mexico. We are excited
about our growing presence in the international market. Look for
newly added Spanish-language data sheets on our website at
www.heycometals.com/en-espanol.
The Heyco Metals product line is constantly evolving to serve you better. Check out our full line of stainless steel, copper
and copper alloys online at www.heycometals.com, or call us at 800.57-HEYCO today.

Cognex and SmartView are registered trademarks of Cognex Corporation.

